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Abstract. Fertigation practically always allows us to simultaneously solve
a wide range of problems of supplying plants with mineral substances. It is
due to the possibility to localize the application area in accordance with the
structural features of the root system of the plant. A review of the studies
on modeling and calculating the transfer of nutrients shows that spatial
inhomogeneity of nutrients distribution may lead to their excess in wrong
soil areas. Time intervals and volumes of applying dissolved fertilizers
determine the not yet completely studied dynamics of concentration of the
nutrition elements in the root area. Formation of the root system is under a
strong influence of the boundaries of the wetting contour, since after the
irrigation and soil drying nutrients tend to concentrate in this particular
area. The results of transfer modeling showed significant differences in the
final distribution of potassium monophosphate in soil depending on the
initial distribution of moisture there. This can be pre-estimated and
calculated. The designed software programme for modeling nutrients
transfer with irrigation water allows the user to set various initial wetting
gradients depending on the depth, the intervals between the drippers, the
intensity and duration of watering. The calculations are made considering
the basic hydrophysical soil characteristic and hydraulic conductivity
function. The software is equipped with an interactive graphic interface for
primary data processing, soil profile discretization and graphic
representation of the results.

1 Introduction
Fertigation as a method of applying fertilizers with irrigation water is widely spread in both
Russian and foreign agriculture. Fertigation is of particular interest in connection with drip
irrigation. A growing demand for this method of applying dissolved nutrients with irrigation
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water almost always enables us to simultaneously solve a wide range of problems related to
supplying plants with minerals. At present a sufficient number of appliances (pumps, injectors
and similar) exist enabling plants irrigation and nutrition without a so called “stress” [1]. To the
main listed advantages of using such appliances we can refer ecological compatibility and
fertilizing cost minimization due to the possibility to localize the fertilizer application area in
accordance with the root system peculiarities; high control precision of the applied fertilizer
concentration and of the time of the application which is done in a timely manner and according
to the growth phases.
Along with the frequent practical application of fertigation in agriculture quite a number of
problems still require a solution. Spatial inhomogeneity in the nutrients distribution may lead to
their excess in wrong areas or, vice verse, their insufficient concentration in necessary ones;
volume and intervals of applying dissolved fertilizers determine the not yet completely studied
dynamics of concentration of the plant food compounds in the rooting zone. Final distribution of
the applied nutrients is under a strong influence of the initial soil water content in connection with
the depth and the current salt distribution. In spite of their significance the aspects named have not
been properly researched and have no analytical solution. In reference to the above said mass and
salt transfer modeling and application of numerical methods are quite topical. Solving these
problems allows us to make the irrigation process more economical, highly automated and to
create favorable conditions for plant growth and development. Theoretical and applied questions
of drip irrigation are widely covered in scientific research. These include selection of irrigation
standards, various planting types with a change to the irrigation standards, modeling geometrical
parameters of the wetting contour and of the efficient ameliorants application [2-5]. Basing on the
laws of physics and mathematical statistics different types of models have been obtained to
determine the geometrical characteristics of the contours [6]. The work [7] dwells upon the
influence of certain soil and water properties on the wetting contours shaping. The study [8]
determines the moisture values at which cracks in soil remain partially open even when the water
saturation of soil is relatively high. Soil characteristics to be taken into account while researching
and estimating the wetting contour formation have also been determined [9]. These include such
widely known factors as minimal moisture rate and mechanical soil composition.
Summarizing the brief survey of the relevant studies we can state that at the present stage in
research they already contain a well-formed mathematical apparatus enabling us to decide upon
the wetting contours, but not the mass and salt transfer for drip irrigation. The analysis also
showed that in order to increase the efficiency of fertigation modeling in drip irrigation the
influence of the initial conditions upon the final nutrient distribution is of great importance. Thus,
the aim of the present work is to study the peculiarities of nutrient distribution in the soil profile
depending on the initial soil water level at varying depth.

2 Materials and methods
To study the mass transfer in drip irrigation potassium monophosphate has been used as a
nutritive substance. This fertilizer is wide-spread and known to many agriculturalists. It is
frequently used to feed plants since it allows changing soil quality in a short period of time.
The main components of it are phosphorus and potassium. These elements have low
mobility in soil, so it is effective to apply them with irrigation water. Potassium
monophosphate can dissolve well in water. The dosage varies for different crops but the
average one is 5-30 g per 10 l of water. Adding potassium monophosphate to irrigation
water changes some water properties important for modeling. Water density rises
insignificantly – only by fractions of percent – which can be neglected. Water viscosity and
the contact angle of wetting change by 1-2%. Osmotic pressure rises by 3-7%. The surface
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tension coefficient decreases by tens of percent. The majority of the parameters mentioned
can be quickly and easily measured by classical physical methods [10, 11].
Hydraulic conductivity function shows how water with dissolved in it nutrients will
migrate in the soil under the pressure gradient. It is natural that with a change in this
function volumes of water moving from one point in space to another also change. While
considering energy of soil water [12] we only take into account ψ' – a potential conditioned
by the interaction of soil water and the solid phase of soil, ψ'' – a potential conditioned by
the interaction of soil water with soil air and ψ''' – a potential due to osmotic pressure. Then
the relation of the soil water potential ψ and soil moisture volume w (Soil Water Retention
Curve - SWRC) can be presented as:
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where Ω 0 is volume specific surface area, w – moisture volume, σ lg – surface tension
coefficient (water – air), ρ – water density, M – molar mass of water, ρ* – potassium
monophosphate density, M* – molar mass of potassium monophosphate, C – potassium
monophosphate concentration, R – universal gas constant, T – temperature, µ and A –
constant values, D (w, Π 0 ) – a function basing on the granulometric composition.
As a result of adding potassium monophosphate to the irrigation water we can observe
a change in the hydraulic conductivity function which is the relation between the hydraulic
conductivity coefficient and the soil water retention. Figure 1 illustrates the change in the
hydraulic conductivity function of light-grey forest soil when added 1 g of potassium
monophosphate per 1 l water.
ψ = ψ′ + ψ′′ + ψ′′′ =

Fig. 1. Hydraulic conductivity changing under the influence of potassium monophosphate (K refers
to pure water, K* refers to water with potassium monophosphate)

The calculations show that with a change in moisture volume w from 0.3 to 0.5 the
average change of the hydraulic conductivity coefficient has made up 3-8% and of the soil
water retention – between 2 and 116% [13]. In order to achieve the study aim a software
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programme has been designed by the authors which allows modeling soil water dynamics
together with figuring the wetting contours and nutrients concentration enclosure lines.
This programme uses Darcy formula where pressure difference of soil water in adjusting
soil patches is calculated by the formula (1), thus, taking into account the soil type, its
porosity and granulometric composition. These parameters as well as soil water value
according to the depth are given as initial conditions.
The uniform grid function used in the algorythm to enter all the three coordinates has n3
nodes taken into consideration while calculating at each iteration (n equals the number of
points on each coordinate). Despite the high operating speed of modern computers with
such an amount of grid nodes numerical computatons still take up a considerable time. The
dynamics of water distribution in soil in drip irrigation has been calculated following the
given algorythm: a certain amount of water was supplied with the assigned speed and
interval onto the preliminary defined surface grid nodes (a cube with Δh=1 mm edges). To
calculate the amount of fluid flowing from a node/ layer to an adjusting one Darcy equation
has been used. To calculate the transfer between vertically adjusting layers a gravity
potential gΔh has been added.
Soil moisture volume (w) refers to the volume of water in a volume unit of soil space.
This value changes with every new calculation cycle. At the first approximation we will
consider it as a total of moisture volume already existing in the soil w 0 with the potassium
monophosphate concentration С 0 and the external water w* with the potassium
monophosphate concentration С* according to the Darcy law. Then it can be put as:

w = w0 + w * ,

(2)

On account of the fact that a drip irrigation process may proceed rather slowly (in our
case it takes about 24 hours) we will approximately consider the fluids to be able to mix
up. So, the obtained potassium monophosphate concentration in a single calculated volume
can be presented as:

C=

C 0 w0 + C * w * ,
w0 + w *

(3)

3 Results and Discussions
In order to research the spatial distribution of potassium monophosphate in drip irrigation
the following initial conditions were accepted in this study: soil porosity decreased
practically linearly from 0.60 at the surface to 0.49 at the depth of 0.80 m. The specific
surface area, vice verse, markedly increased with the deepening from 40 m2 /g at the soil
surface to 46 m 2 /g at 0.80 m depth. The calculating was done basing on the conditions, 80 l
of water were being continuously supplied onto the assigned surface point within 20 hours.
Previous research on the adequacy of modeling of drip irrigation with pure water on slopes
proved that results of modeling correspond well to the experimental data R2 from 0.64 to
0.78 depending on the slope angle [14]. In the present study the processed experimental
results contain lower R2 values, namely from 0.56 to 0.68. It is accounted for by the fact
that not water volumes themselves but transferred by them nutrient masses were calculated.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate significant differences in the final potassium monophosphate
distribution in soil according to the results of modeling. Experimental results also confirm
that variations take place. The contour shapes affect the root system formation and the
nutrients content. After the watering and drying of the soil the nutrients concentrate exactly
within the wetting contour boundaries. The figures demonstrate considerable differences of
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contours formed at different initial moisture levels. Since drip irrigation serves to water a
number of plants, it is possible to select more presicely the conditions under which the
adjusting contours join together. At a lower initial moisture level joining of the contours
proceeds slower. That means to achieve the needed joining a larger volume of irrigation
water is required.

Fig. 2. The dynamics of potassium monophosphate spatial distribution at the initial soil moisture
volume 0.4

Fig. 3. The dynamics of potassium monophosphate spatial distribution at the initial soil moisture
volume 0.2

4 Conclusion
Depending on the initial water content in soil the shape and the geometrical size of wetting
contours and, consequently, the spatial distribution of potassium monophosphate vary
significantly. These variations can be pre-estimated and calculated. Even seemingly minor
differences in the initial water content in soil may have a great impact on the final
distribution of nutrients in soil which in its turn may influence formation and growth of the
plant's root system. The increased nutrients concentration “settling down” as a result of
fertigation precisely along the wetting contour boundary determines the root growth
direction.
The designed software programme to model nutrients transfer with irrigation water
enables the user to set various initial moisture gradients taking into account depth, intervals
between drippers, intensity and duration of water supply. The calculations are carried out
on the basic hydrophysical soil characteristic and the hydraulic conductivity function. They
allow simultaneous following the dynamics of the wetting contours. The software
programme is equipped with an interactive graphic interface for primary data processing,
soil profile discretization and graphical representation of the results.
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